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FSU Staff_Alison opened and joined the chat 83 minutes ago
theresa joined the chat 80 minutes ago
Housing_Ashley entered for the first time 77 minutes ago
Housing_Mandy entered for the first time 75 minutes ago
Tamara entered for the first time 75 minutes ago
lisa (Lisa) joined the chat 74 minutes ago
FSU Staff_Alison: Hello everyone! Welcome to our first chat of the semester! We'll be talking about University
Housing and move-in in this chat. We'll get started in just a few minutes.
Stephanie B joined the chat 73 minutes ago
Britney entered for the first time 71 minutes ago
Liz entered for the first time 71 minutes ago
LauraMc entered for the first time 71 minutes ago
Virginia entered for the first time 70 minutes ago
Sally entered for the first time 70 minutes ago
Michelle entered for the first time 69 minutes ago
Laura joined the chat 68 minutes ago
Abigail entered for the first time 67 minutes ago
Ellissa entered for the first time 66 minutes ago
etm entered for the first time 66 minutes ago
Jen Wahlb entered for the first time 66 minutes ago
Moose entered for the first time 65 minutes ago
Jen Wahlb changed name to JenniferW
Molly entered for the first time 65 minutes ago
Virginia joined the chat 65 minutes ago
AReeser entered for the first time 65 minutes ago
FSU Staff_Alison: Hello everyone! Welcome to our first FSU Chat of the semester. Today, we have University
Housing here with us to answer any questions you have about on-campus housing and move-in. If you have other
questions about the first few weeks of school, let us know and we’ll try to answer those too! Throughout the chat,
I will be sharing some move-in/housing tips to help you have a great experience with your student.
Melissa joined the chat 63 minutes ago
Julie entered for the first time 63 minutes ago
FSU Staff_Alison: If you have any questions, please feel free to ask away!
PC entered for the first time 63 minutes ago
Britney joined the chat 62 minutes ago
Housing_Mandy: Welcome everyone! We have a great online resource for move-in day info: after this chat
check out our move-in website https://housing.fsu.edu/future-residents...
Laura: Historically, has the first day of move-in been the craziest? Or do you see a good flow of move-ins
throughout the 5 days?
Michelle: Hello! And thank you for hosting this chat. I would like to know what to expect when we pull up to
drop everything off. I know we've been asked to bring our own dolly if we have one but will there be any type of
carts provided to bring boxes up to the rooms?
Summer entered for the first time 60 minutes ago
Tamara: Is there a benefit of checking in at 9 AM.
Laurie entered for the first time 60 minutes ago
Housing_Mandy: @Laura - first day is busy, but it's pretty even each day. 9AM on the first day is not necessary
in any way - make a plan that works for your family, and works with the weather!
Tracey entered for the first time 60 minutes ago

Lucas entered for the first time 59 minutes ago
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Lucas entered for the first time 59 minutes ago
Laurie: Is there a microwave oven in the community dorm kitchen?
Virginia: i know check in starts at 9am, is there a time that move ins are supposed to be finished by each day?
NC Mom entered for the first time 59 minutes ago
Housing_Mandy: @Michelle We do not provide carts for move in, pack in boxes that can be carried in arms or
on the dolly
FSU Staff_Alison: Tip #1: 9) » Wondering about appliances in the residence halls? The maximum wattage
permitted for a microwave is 700 Watts and refrigerators are already provided in each room. Toasters can be used
in the kitchen areas but students may not have them in their individual rooms. When it comes to extension cords,
consider purchasing a power strip instead.
Housing_Jami entered for the first time 58 minutes ago
Melissa: In your opinion, how clean are the dorms for move-in? Should we expect hours of cleaning or are they
pretty good?
Tamara: Do the community kitchens have all the basic kitchen appliances?
Laurie: So what is in the community kitchen in the dorm? Refrigerator, sink, and....
Housing_Ashley: @Laurie Yes, there is a microwave in the common kitchens in the halls.
lisa: I'm confused about what type of extension cords are OK. What is regular vs non-regular?
NC Mom: Laundry Question: Wondering if we need HE - High Efficiency laundry detergent, or normal. Are pods
good for the machines?
Char entered for the first time 57 minutes ago
Housing_Ashley: @Melissa - the rooms are completely clean when you move in.
Housing_Jami: @Laurie/Tamara- the community kitchens have a stove/oven and a sink, but no refrigerator (as
students have a small fridge/freezer combo in their rooms). They typically also have a microwave
Lisa Ziolkowski entered for the first time 56 minutes ago
Laurie: Do the kids need to have their own supply of toilet paper?
Michelle: Do you recommend floor lamps for the bedrooms? I watched a video of the suites in McCullum and the
bedroom looked pretty dark.
Housing_Mandy: @Virginia - Starting on the 23rd at 9am the halls are staffed 24/7, so you can take as long as
you need to. Just a few hours will typically be plenty.
Housing_Jami: @Lisa- regular extension cords are ok, but surge protectors are better. However, you can't
connect two extension cords or two surge protectors together
Tamara: Does the community kitchen have pots and pans?
Housing_Ashley: @Laurie - there is toilet paper available at the front desk of each suite-style hall
Housing_Jami: @Michelle- floor lamps are permitted- overhead lighting is provided, but it's really up to the
students to decide if they feel they need other lighting
Housing_Jami: @Tamara- some kitchens have a couple of pots and pans that can be checked out at the front
desk of the halls, but to ensure availability, most students bring some pots/pans and utensils if they know they will
use them
Char: If moving in on the 20th (rushing) once all is in the room, can parents stay with student later that
afternoon/evening to continue setup?
Britney: Is a vacuum and broom available to check out
Melissa: Does the "lockable" portion of the desk large enough to accommodate their laptops?
FSU Staff_Alison: Tip #2: Thinking about shipping items for the residence hall to FSU? Contact the UPS Store in
the Oglesby Union for more information about how to arrange the delivery of packages at 850-561-9180.
Housing_Ashley: @Melissa - Yes, the lockable drawer of the desk is large enough for a laptop.
Char: is a regular combination lock good for the locked desk?
NC Mom: Shower Curtains - which dorms need them? My son is in Bryan Hall.
Housing_Jami: @Char- students need to check in during the assigned times given to pick up their key. Typically,
once recruitment activities begin, students leave the halls for activities, at which point all non-students need to
also leave the halls. Once students return to the halls after their activities, they can allow their family to re-enter
with them.
Housing_Mandy: @NC Mom: normal detergent or pods are fine for the laundry machines. If your student is new
to doing their own laundry, pods might keep things from getting over bubbly!!

Housing_Jami: @Britney- some halls have a vacuum to check out, and most have brooms and dustpans to
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Housing_Jami: @Britney- some halls have a vacuum to check out, and most have brooms and dustpans to
check out
NC Mom: Yes! Thanks, so HE Pods will be okay? With HE on the box.
Housing_Jami: @Char- yes, a regular combo lock is fine
Housing_Ashley: @NC Mom - Every hall will need a shower curtain. Your student should coordinate with their
suite mates so only one of them brings a shower curtain.
NC Mom: Normal size curtain?
NC Mom: With suites, kids just leave their own shampoos in the shower? They don't carry it back and forth, do
they?
Lucas: Will there be a mailbox for students at their dorms, or at the union only?
Housing_Ashley: @NC Mom - Extra long shower curtains would be best. Heights of the shower curtain rod can
vary between halls and rooms.
JenniferW: Are shower curtain rings provided, or do students supply own?
FSU Staff_Alison: @NC Mom - It's up to them whether they take their stuff with them to and from the shower
in suite style rooms.
Laurie: I've been told by some students that a full/queen comforter is better than getting the twin xl so that
there is overhang to cover up stuff under their bed. Do you agree?
Housing_Jami: @Lucas- on-campus residents will have a mailbox at the Union, at the UPS store. There are no
mailboxes in the halls- all packages and mail goes to the union and should be sent using the students U-box
number
Housing_Mandy: @NC Mom: yes, any pods should be fine. Your student will also be able to use the laundry
view app in the hall to know when a washer/dryer is available. It's great!
AReeser: Mom tip on the shower curtains.....one roommate buy the curtain and the others buy liners to change
out during the semester
Housing_Mandy: @AReeser - great tip!!
Housing_Jami: @Laurie- that's certainly up to the student to decide. I would say just a full would be fine, as the
beds are XL twin- a larger comforter like a queen may hang too low and could be a tripping hazard
Housing_Ashley: @NC Mom - Students should discuss what items they will leave in the shower. We suggest
bringing a shower caddy to not clutter the shower space. All items will have to be removed from the bathroom
occasionally for our staff to clean.
Laurie: Poor cleaning staff of boys' dorms!!
Michelle: Great tip AReeser. Thank you
AReeser: for shower items, there is a mesh pocket hanger that you can find on amazon for $8
Moose: Assigned times for key pick up? I've not heard of this.
Char: the rooms are all carpeted right? clean? and what size area rug is best we were getting 8x10
Laurie: I bought one of those caddy things that hangs from the showerhead - big enough for all four suitemates
to just leave their shampoo and stuff in the shower
FSU Staff_Alison: Tip #3: Eat a good breakfast and stay hydrated on move-in day. It gets hot in Florida, so
make sure to eat a good breakfast and stay hydrated to have enough energy to make it through the day. Also
consider a rain jacket for those late afternoon showers!
rebecca entered for the first time 45 minutes ago
Housing_Jami: @Moose- Once the halls open for all students on Wednesday, August 23rd at 9am, students are
free to come check-in at anytime afterwards. Our halls are open 24/7 after that time.
Housing_Ashley: @Char - The floor type varies between halls.
Char: Dorman floor?
Laurie: and Wildwood floor?
Housing_Ashley: @Char - Dorman does not have carpet.
Julie joined the chat 44 minutes ago
Stephanie B: How do we find what our student's UBox number is? I was hoping to do the "Notes to your Nole"
but it requires this infomation
Lisa Ziolkowski: Going back to the locked desk drawer. Do they get a key or bring a combination lock?
Housing_Ashley: @Laurie - Wildwood does not have carpet in the rooms.
Lucas: Does a physical key open our dorm rooms or is it electronic with our IDs?
NC Mom: Does Bryan have carpet?

Tamara: Deviney flooring?
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Tamara: Deviney flooring?
Liz: I'm moving in by myself, so how should I go about the unloading, parking and shuttle bus process? I can't
really unload my stuff and leave it
Housing_Ashley: @Lisa Ziolkowski You need to bring a combination lock.
Sally: My daughter signed up for dorm orientation (Bryan Hall) at 9 am Wed. - planing on getting key/moving in
after. Is that okay?
Lisa Ziolkowski: Thank you!
Housing_Ashley: @NC Mom @Tamara Bryan and Deviney do not have carpet in the rooms
Housing_Mandy: @Stephanie B: Once UBox numbers are assigned, the student can access that information
under their "addresses" on their my.fsu.edu account.
amymcg entered for the first time 43 minutes ago
Housing_Jami: @Lucas- a physical key is issued for the room door, the student's FSU card allows them access
to their assigned hall
rebecca: It says on the FSU website that they should bring a copy of their social security card. If they were to
get a job on campus, would they need the real card or is the photo copy of the social security card ok?
Kay entered for the first time 42 minutes ago
FSU Staff_Alison: @Rebecca - A photo will not work. Neither will a laminated copy of their social security card.
If they are wanting an on-campus job, they will need the original.
Tamara: Is it necessary to bring birth certificate?
Housing_Ashley: @Liz There will be staff at your hall to help you navigate the move-in process.
Housing_Mandy: @Sally - check in begins at that time, I am unaware of any Bryan meeting at that same time
rebecca: thank you SO much. Do they need an original copy of their birth certificate to have at school?
Lisa Ziolkowski: What size carpet for Magnolia Hall?
NC Mom: do you know size of the triple in Bryan Hall? I heard there was a floor plan link
rebecca: We are moving into Bryan hall on 8/23. will we be able to use the side doors to move in? or does
everyone have to go in the front doors?
Melissa: In your opinion, do the windows in Landis need curtains to keep light out?...not just for looks.
FSU Staff_Alison: @Rebecca - I do not think they need their birth certificate. Just a valid ID (license, passport,
etc.) and social security card.
Housing_Mandy: @ Lisa - room sizes and layouts vary by hall. We would encourage you to see the room and
see how the students want to arrange the room first. All of the retailers in Tallahassee know when you're all
coming and will have ample options for purchase.
Housing_Jami: @Rebecca- your student's FSU card will open any door that has a card swipe, so students are
welcome to use any door
etm: do you know the size of the windows in azaela hall?
Housing_Ashley: @Rebecca - I have confirmed with HR that students do not need their birth certificate
Housing_Jami: @Melissa- we provide blinds on all windows, but many students do bring curtains for aesthetics
Ellissa: For degraff east, do you have to move everything through the small gate?
Housing_Mandy: @etm We do not have specific measurements for each hall, you may measure when you
arrive.
Kate entered for the first time 36 minutes ago
amymcg: In Reagans Hall do we need to supply our own toilet paper?
rebecca: thank you!!
LauraMc: is nailing allowed for curtain rods?
Tamara: How are curtains held up, is there a rod?
Housing_Ashley: Please see the move-in map for your hall on our website for where to unload your belongings:
https://housing.fsu.edu/future-residents...
Lisa Ziolkowski: Thanks.
Housing_Jami: @NC Mom- every room is slightly different in size, shape and set up, so unfortunately no floor
plan is available
PC: When will UBox numbers be assigned?
Housing_Mandy: @Ellissa - doors and gates will be unlocked on Wednesday August 23rd to accommodate the
volume of families arriving.
Amy H entered for the first time 35 minutes ago
FSU Staff_Alison: Tip #4: If your student is planning to bring a car, remember parking may be limited,

https://housing.fsu.edu/future-residents/residence-hall-move-in-fall#parking
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FSU Staff_Alison: Tip #4: If your student is planning to bring a car, remember parking may be limited,
especially during move-in. They may have to park a little ways from their respective residence hall. Students will
be able to obtain a parking permit starting today, August 15, at https://transportation.fsu.edu/.
Housing_Jami: @Rebecca- side doors are ok, as your student will have their FSUID, which allows them access
to any door with card access
Housing_Ashley: @LauraMC - You can not nail anything into the walls.
Ellissa: What if you move the 20th for rush?
Billt entered for the first time 34 minutes ago
Housing_Jami: @amymcg- I believe that students in ragans do provide their own toilet paper
Housing_Mandy: @Ellissa yes, doors/gates will be open from 9am-4pm on Sunday 8/20 for approved early
arrivals that day
Housing_Jami: @Tamara- students can bring/use a tension rod in their room if they want to hang curtains
Kay: So you can lock your desk up with a lock in any dorm?
John Doe entered for the first time 34 minutes ago
AReeser: Is there a listing anywhere of who the RA's are for dorms?
Housing_Jami: @PC- some Ubox numbers may already have been assigned, but most will be assigned within a
day or so prior to hall opening
Housing_Ashley: @Kay - Each student will have a desk with one drawer that locks.
theresa: Yesterday i found a great link to show you the floor plan of each floor of each dorm.. I think you have to
login to see this but it is very helpful
theresa: sorry here is the floor plan link https://www.facilities.fsu.edu/space/bui...
Housing_Mandy: @AReeser - RAs are not listed on the website - they are students too so we don't publish their
location publicly. They will be listed in the hall and their doors clearly marked as well. Professional full time staff
are listed on each hall website for your reference.
JenniferW

Shower curtain questions 1) you said extra-long is recommended. What about width? Normal or stall-size? 
2) Are curtain rings provided, or bring-your-own?

AReeser: ooh, that makes sens
Lisa Ziolkowski: Really not a move in question but do the students wait for the first day of class to buy/rent
their books or do they buy/rent them when they arrive?
FSU Staff_Alison: @Theresa - All of the floor plans and additional information about residence halls can be
found at https://housing.fsu.edu/current-resident....
Housing_Jami: @theresa- Please note that while the floor plans for the original build may be on the site, this is
the Univ Facilities site, not the Housing site, so this may not reflect an accurate sense of number of students in
the space, shape or set up.
Housing_Jami: @theresa- please refer to the housing page floor plans
FSU Staff_Alison: @Lisa Ziolkowski - It depends on the student. Many wait until they arrive on campus, but
purchase them before classes start. Some wait until the first day of class.
Housing_Jami: @JenniferW- the showers are stalls, but most students bring full-size curtains to ensure they
cover on the edges; most students bring their own to personalize their room (shower curtain rings)
LauraMc: @Housing - what do you wish new families knew for move in? i.e. "lessons learned"
FSU Staff_Alison: @Lisa Ziolkowski - They can begin looking up their textbooks and rental information at
http://www.bkstr.com/floridastatestore/h....
Lisa Ziolkowski: Thank you Alison. If they wait until the first day of class, is there a possiblity they will not be
able to or run out?
Housing_Jami: @LauraMc- bring water, a dolly/hand-truck if you have one already, it's really ok to wait until
later in the day (when it's not so hot and humid) to move belongings in
amymcg: Do the bathrooms in Ragans Hall suites ever get cleaned by staff?
Housing_Mandy: @LauraMc - it's a stressful, busy day for everyone involved. Like any transition, there will be
good moments and challenges. Please leave pets at home, it's too hot and busy for them - and they can't carry
boxes so they're not helpful! Know that Housing, Transportation, FSU PD all want to make the day as easy and
smooth as possible.
Edward entered for the first time 25 minutes ago

Kay: Do you go ahead and get inline for unloading if it's crazy busy and get your key while waiting inline if you

https://transportation.fsu.edu/
https://www.facilities.fsu.edu/space/buildings/
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Kay: Do you go ahead and get inline for unloading if it's crazy busy and get your key while waiting inline if you
have someone with you to stay inline?
Housing_Jami: @ammcg- Yes, they are cleaned on a rotating basis, similar to the suite-style halls, typically
about once or twice a semester. However, students should plan to clean in between
FSU Staff_Alison: @Lisa Ziolkowski - For textbook rental, they may have more limited options if they wait. But if
they are planning on buying, they shouldn't have an issue as long as they buy it in Tallahassee. The trouble comes
in when they purchase from an online vendor and have to wait for it to ship.
rebecca: where are the keys to the dorms handed out? in the front lobby of your dorm or outside?
Housing_Jami: @Kay- students have to be the one to pick up their key with a photo ID, but parents/families can
wait with the car/belongings while the student goes through the check in process. Did that answer your question?
FSU Staff_Alison: Here's some great advice from one of our Family Connection members about move-in and
other first year transition pieces: https://fsufamilynewsletter.wordpress.co...
Lisa Ziolkowski: We were thinking that as well.
Kay: Yes it did. Thank you
Char: any recommended shoe rack for Dorman closets?
Housing_Mandy: @rebecca - please see the maps for arrival instructions. We generally run the check-ins from
inside the lobby to keep staff and families as cool as possible! https://housing.fsu.edu/future-residents...
Katie entered for the first time 23 minutes ago
FSU Staff_Alison: Tip #5: Don’t over pack. Remember, everything that is moved in will eventually have to be
moved out. Your student might consider only bringing fall clothing and a few essentials for the other seasons.
Then when they come home for winter break, they can switch out to their cooler weather clothes. Another
suggestion might be to give your students a pack of sticky notes–every time they use something in their room, it
gets a sticky note. This allows them to see what they really use and what might not be a necessity. However, we
do recommend having a few items that remind them of home and make them feel comfortable.
rebecca: I have to leave soon for work. Will we be able to view all the info on this chat later tonight?
Housing_Ashley: @Char - I would wait to get a shoe rack until you can measure your personal closet in
Dorman. Over-the-door shoe racks are sometimes a good option.
FSU Staff_Alison: @Rebecca - We will archive this chat and post it on our website at
https://dos.fsu.edu/family/programs-serv....
rebecca: Thamk you
Ellissa: About how often are bathrooms in degraff cleaned? Is it the same as ragan?
Housing_Mandy: @rebecca and always feel free to check our website or email us (housinginfo@fsu.edu) with
any questions!
Paula joined the chat 20 minutes ago
Housing_Jami: @Ellissa- the timing of bathroom cleaning depends on the size of the hall and staffing, so it will
vary. Staff typically post a heads up prior to the bathroom cleaning, so students can be aware.
lisa: When does it start to get cool there?
Jeff entered for the first time 19 minutes ago
Tamara: Are cleaning supplies checked out or does the student furnish?
Housing_Mandy: @lisa - that depends where you're from and what you're used to! It'll be sticky hot until mid-
October when it gets a bit more comfortable.
Billt joined the chat 18 minutes ago
Billt joined the chat 18 minutes ago
Billt joined the chat 18 minutes ago
Kay: Is the dining hall open for the kids that get there Wednesday ?
Housing_Jami: @Tamara- each hall may have a selection of cleaning supplies available to check out, but I
always advise students to bring their own, so they can clean when needed/wanted and they're accessible
Paula: Until what time is the check-in on Wednesday?
Katie: Will Seminole dinning hall be closed for the fall semester?
Housing_Ashley: @Kay @Katie - For all dining facilities hours please visit their website:
https://seminoledining.sodexomyway.com/
lisa: I'm from SW Florida. It is usually really hot until Halloween then becomes bearable. Is it fairly cool- like want
more than a sweat shirt in the mornings- before Christmas break?
Laurie: dining hours don't show for Fall term. I've been trying to find out

Housing_Mandy: @Paula - once we open at 9am on the 23rd, we are open 24/7 and you can check in any time

https://fsufamilynewsletter.wordpress.com/2016/08/15/advice-from-a-seminole-mom/
https://housing.fsu.edu/future-residents/residence-hall-move-in-fall#parking
https://dos.fsu.edu/family/programs-services/fsu-chats/
https://seminoledining.sodexomyway.com/
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Housing_Mandy: @Paula - once we open at 9am on the 23rd, we are open 24/7 and you can check in any time
after that. You must be accompanied by your student though, so usually it's a family decision about when it's time
for mom/dad/helpers to head out.
Housing_Jami: @Lisa- our weather is a little different, as we're farther from the water, we don't often get a lot
of breeze to pull the humidity out. From experience, if a student is from farther south than Tallahassee, they may
feel they need warmer clothes earlier
Paula: Are the dorms going to be cleaned before move in day? Or do the students have to clean them when they
arrive?
FSU Staff_Alison: @Kay/@Laurie - Visit https://seminoledining.sodexomyway.com/d.... You can select the
date/time and see what is open on any given day.
Stephanie B: so, the ubox numbers have not been assigned yet?
Housing_Ashley: @Paula - Rooms in the residence halls are cleaned before they open for the fall.
Char: our ubox is on the MyFSU under addresses
Housing_Jami: @Stephanie- most are assigned much closer to move-in, as students who won't be here won't be
assigned a U-box
FSU Staff_Alison: We have about 10 minutes left in this FSU Chat. Feel free to let us know if you have any
questions!
Stephanie B: do they need their social security card only if they are getting a job on campus. Would they need it
for anything else?
Tamara: When do student activities begin move in day? In the evening I would assume.
FSU Staff_Alison: @Stephanie B - I do not think they would need it for anything else.
Lucas: my son has not heard from his actual roommate, only 1 of the other suite-mates. Is this common? No
response to his email.
FSU Staff_Alison: @Tamara - Seminole Sensation Week activities begin August 23
Housing_Jami: @Lucas- sometimes students just aren't checking their email, so it's not uncommon
Housing_Ashley: @Tamara - Check out this website for all the activities during Seminole Sensation Week:
https://ssweek.fsu.edu/
Virginia left the chat 10 minutes ago
April (april) joined the chat 10 minutes ago
Catherine entered for the first time 10 minutes ago
Tamara: Command strips? Is that the only way to hang anything? Are thumb tacks ok?
Housing_Jami: @Tamara- Command strips are great. Thumb tacks (and anything else that creates a hole in our
walls/furniture) is not permitted.
Molly joined the chat 9 minutes ago
Amy H: The dining website only shows that most dining places are closed this week. I don't see any info for next
week. Do you think the dining halls will be open full time from Wednesday onward?
Housing_Jami: @Tamara- some students will use painter's tape, but command strips have been found to be
very helpful
FSU Staff_Alison: @Amy H - If you visit https://seminoledining.sodexomyway.com/d..., you can change the
date/time and be able to see what is open.
Jeff left the chat 8 minutes ago
FSU Staff_Alison: @Amy H - I spoke with dining earlier this morning and they mentioned that both Suwannee
and Seminole Cafe would be open starting August 23.
Sally: FYI - I have an email from Bill Parker showing Bryan Hall orientation option for 8/23 9am...
Kay: Is there a orientation for each hall?
Housing_Jami: @Kay- no, some LLC groups do a specific orientation, individual halls do not have an orientation
Sally: Just curious if this will be a problem since we are planning on moving in AFTER that orientation session.
How do I get this resolved?
Housing_Mandy: @Sally - email our LLC coordinator Denise Mercier (dmercier@fsu.edu) for any Living Learning
Community questions - she can help you with any questions about the day as it relates to LLCs. She's out of the
office today but plans to be back tomorrow.
LauraMc: Thank you for the info!
lisa: My daughter is in an LLC. Should she have goten info about an orientation if there is one?
NC Mom: Weren't there multiple sessions for Bryan Orientation?

Sally: Yes - but we signed up for Wed at 9 am

https://seminoledining.sodexomyway.com/dining-choices/opennow.html
https://ssweek.fsu.edu/
https://seminoledining.sodexomyway.com/dining-choices/opennow.html
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Sally: Yes - but we signed up for Wed at 9 am
Housing_Jami: @Lisa- not all LLCs have an orientation. If you are concerned, your student can reach out to the
LLC faculty for her LLC
FSU Staff_Alison: Alright everyone--thank you all for attending! And a special thank you to our colleagues in
University Housing! We appreciate you!
Michelle: Thank you again. Great Q&A session.
Lucas left the chat 4 minutes ago
NC Mom: Thanks! good answers, shower curtain and laundry pod mysteries solved!
Housing_Mandy: Thanks Alison and to all family attendees! We are excited to see you soon!
FSU Staff_Alison: Make sure to join us September 13 for our next FSU Chat focusing on Getting
Involved/Student Activities! You can find more info at https://www.facebook.com/events/10108638....
Sally: Thank you!
Lisa Ziolkowski: Thank you!
Housing_Ashley: You can also follow us on social media for more move-in tips! Thanks everyone!
JenniferW left the chat 4 minutes ago
Billt joined the chat 4 minutes ago
Housing_Ashley left the chat 3 minutes ago
Amy H: Thanks for dining hall info Alison!
FSU Staff_Alison closed the chat 98 seconds ago

https://www.facebook.com/events/101086387160069

